Scholarship
Name of the
Award
Smt. Somvati
Devi
Scholarship for
Sports

Best Sports
(Boy/Girl)
Person
Full Attendance
Prize
Regularity
Trophy
CCA Prize

Type of Award

Level/Grade Gender

Number

Eligibility Criteria

Trophy +
Exemption
of Rs. 2500/- in
total
Tuition Fee for
one
session +
Certificate.
Trophy +
Certificate

III- V

Boy and Girl

2

The highest achievement in sports will be considered. The probable
candidate
shortlisted as per the criteria will be given points according to the points
tally
mentioned in the policy stated below.

VI-VII
IX-X
XI-XII

Boy and Girl

2
2
2

Cup + Certificate

Pre Nur - XII

Boy/Girl

Cup + Certificate

Pre Nur - XII

Boy/Girl

Cup + Certificate

III - XII

-

Not
defined
Not
defined
Not
defined

Highest achievement in sports will be considered.
The probable candidate shortlisted as per the criteria will be given points
according to the points tally mentioned.
Only one merit position will be considered for one game.
Full attendance throughout the session
Full attendance for consecutive 5 yrs- above
Outstanding performance in Art, Craft, Instrumental and Vocal Music,
Dance, Sports and Theater, Literacy events like debate, quiz etc. Names will
be forwarded to awards and scholarship committee for final section.

Budding Star
Cup + Certificate

I-II

Boy/Girl

Outstanding performance in music and dance, art and craft, sports.

AWARD POLICY
1.
2.

The child who doesn't attend the school after taking the weekly test due to any reason, (except OD cases) would be marked absent and will not be considered for
the Full Attendance Award .
In case of absenteeism on medical ground, retest will be conducted only in one subject for the test missed by a child throughout the session in Classes- III to XII. If a child
misses the re-examination, no marks will be allotted to him/her for the same.

VALIDITY OF SCHOLARSHIP
• Validity is for 2 successive academic sessions i.e. class XI and XII, provided student is promoted from XI to XII with atleast 90% aggregate
marks in theory.

• Failing to do so, in various stages of review the scholarship will be withdrawn under intimation to the students and parents and thereby the
student/parent will have to pay the balance fee for the session of class XII (as applicable) as per the fee structure of the school.

IMPORTANT NOTE
1. All the academic awards and scholarships will be given on the basis of eligibility criteria as listed after completing one full academic session in the
school.
2. Shri Gurudev Gupta Scholarship of All Rounder will be given after fulfilling the eligibility criteria for two consecutive session.s in the school.
3. If a child leaves the school after completing an academic session and if he/she has qualified forany award and scholarship as per the laid criteria, the
award will be given to him/her.
4. Within the three schools (DPS Bhopal, DPS Kolar and DPS Indore) if a child gets transferred as per norms, in case of scholar badges for continuous
academic excellence, he/she will be considered for the same.
5. For all academic awards and scholarships absolute marks of pen-paper exams will be considered (WTS', Term exams and Annual Exams)
6. In case the student or his parents are unable to attend the Award Function, they are requested to collect the awards & cer tificates from the school
within one week of the Award Function.
7. Photocopies of Certificates to be submitted by students strictly in compliance with the date announced in school, after which no entries will be
entertained.
8. In case of any discrepancy the decision of the award committee headed by the Principal will be final.
9. Board marks will be considered for all awards for class X.

